
WHAT SETS US APART? 



Today, there are over 63546 cryptocurrencies according to Coinpaprika, With so much
available choice, it can be hard to choose where to invest your money in. At the end of the
day, it's all about how unique a crypto is compared to the rest. Most investors don’t like
things that are already exist in this world. Investors are looking for something new / unique.
Pulsechain Cash could be a great choice for these investors.
 

Pulsechain Cash transaction speed

Transfer your money with PulseChain Cash is 17% faster then transfer money with ethereum.
A single person won’t realy experience the diffrence but when the network is really bussy and
many people using the blockchain for doing transfers, you will certainly notice the diffrence in
speed between Pulsechain Cash and Ethereum. Many people would choose to transffer their
money with Pulsechain Cash since it is not only faster, but also 10,000 X cheaper. Transfer

your money with pulsechain cash cost you only $0,05

There wasn’t a ICO or Sacrifice

By not holding any kind of ICO, Pulsechain Cash is decentralized from the start. There is no
company or person behind Pulsechain Cash that ask for your money. This gives it the biggest
advantage over Pulsechain that claimed to be decentralized but exactly isn’t. There was a
sacrifice for Pulsechain in their early days, when people got points if they send specific coins
to a wallet. These points were later exchanges for Pulsechain, How more points you got how
more Pulsechain you would have got. This sacrifice makes it unfair for the people that had to
buy Pulsechain at launch.

100% transparant 

Pulsechain Cash tend to be 100% transparent, We try to achieve this be letting the community
vote for important things such as the liquidity in the liquidity pools, airdrops, token burns and
many more things, we also share a completed file with which wallets are controlled by the
team and the amount they own, In our roadmap can you find our goals what we try to achieve
and in our lite and whitepaper can you see the basic of Pulsechain Cash, Technical information
and other stuff. With all these scams around us, it’s extra important for a crypto project to be
transparent and talk with the community, this gains trust and attract more investors what
drives the price up.
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